Effect of microseparation on contact mechanics in ceramic-on-ceramic hip joint replacements.
The contact mechanics in ceramic-on-ceramic hip implants are investigated in this study under the microseparation condition where the edge contact occurs between the superolateral rim of the acetabular cup and the femoral head. A three-dimensional finite element model is developed to examine the effect of the microseparation distance between the femoral head and the acetabular cup on the contact area and contact stresses between the bearing surfaces. It is shown that microseparation leads to edge contact and elevated contact stresses, and these are mainly dependent on the magnitude of separation, the radial clearance between the femoral head and the acetabular cup, and the cup inclination angle. For a small microseparation distance (less than the diametrical clearance), the contact occurs within the acetabular cup, and consequently an excellent agreement of the predicted contact pressure distribution is obtained between the present three-dimensional anatomical model and a simple two-dimensional axisymmetric model adopted in a previous study [5]. However, as microsegregation is increased further, edge contact between the superolateral rim and the femoral head occurs. Consequently, the predicted contact pressure is significantly increased. The corresponding contact area resembles closely the stripe wear pattern observed on both clinically retrieved and simulator-tested ceramic femoral heads [8, 9, 11]. Furthermore, introducing a fillet radius of 2.5 mm at the mouth of the acetabular cup is shown to reduce the contact stress due to edge contact, but only under relatively large microseparation distances.